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Support TMP!
Like what you see in
these pages? Want to
see more of it in the
future? Then please
consider supporting
us on Patreon!
The Moogle Post is created by FFXIV fans, for FFXIV fans, and we wouldn’t be able to do what we
do without the support of our generous patrons
and the amazing FFXIV community!
If you’d like to help support The Moogle Post,
please check out our Patreon page, where you
can learn more about our funding goals, and
about Patreon in general.

patreon.com/themooglepost

We’d like to take a moment to personally
THANK our incredible Patrons
$10 Tier Patrons:
$5 Tier Patrons:

Kenny Sanders | Revane Shivan | Aryana Azora | Blanca Forwyn | Isi
Deborah Baklouti | Margaret Schipperke | Martin Junghans
Kattu Spencer | Jenni Kmiotek | Kalo Division | Robert Liszka
Karen Trevelyon | xobybr | Jimmy Gustafsson | Jennifer Dell
Leardini Jean-Marc | Naxam Naekovu | Kikilu Kilu | Elisa Swann
Scott Richardson | Malinda Mathis | Azalea Rose
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THE FIRST PULL
Some of you may be wondering, why write
about something as silly as a first pull in
Baelsar’s Wall, especially now that we
significantly outgear it?
Well, the short answer is, a lot of people still seem
to have trouble with it. The first pull can be, and is,
tricky if you don’t have prior experience with ranged mobs. The bane of this first pull is the archers tagging team members with DOTs while
standing outside of the rest of the group, thus
avoiding your group’s AoEs. This allows them
to whittle down the HP of the team, and puts an
undue burden on the healers. This burden may
remove their ability to DPS, making the dungeon
stretch on longer than it needs to, so let’s talk about
grouping ranged mobs.
Remember that they trail behind the pack and attack you as you run by them to do your pull, so they’ll
always be farther back. When you get to the end of
your pull (the locked door) and have tagged all of the
enemies, run them back to the archer(s). You can
pull one of the arrow slinging degenerates to you
with holmgang as well (if they won’t cooperate).
By moving forward then back (NOT THE A11 THEME), you get the whole group together to allow your
dps/healer to burn them down with AoEs. Grouping
them together also gives you the satisfaction of
knowing that they get to die with their friends, and
if that’s not compassion then I don’t know what is.
So I hope that this short explanation will help you in
your roulettes, thus leading to faster, more efficient
clears. Enjoy your visit to Failsars Wall!
Have a tanking question or specific mechanic you’d like
explained? Email me at Aurius@mooglemedia.com!
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Goldfish
In aquaria, there are many fish considered staples but none
more so than the group of fish we’ll be taking a look at
today. These fish have been bred and kept for more than a
thousand years and are one of the most common aquarium
fish to this day. These are the fish known simply as goldfish
to us, but also come in shades of copper and silver, as well
as other names in Eorzea.
Goldfish, scientific name Carassius auratus, are actually a
species of carp with various subspecies around East Asia.
They were first domesticated and bred in Tang Dynasty
China and have become a common pet in China since then.
Despite growing up to 12 inches long (~30 cm), they are
actually the smaller species in the family, with the well known
koi being an example of a larger one, able to grow more
than twice the size.

By: Fish Lord

However, due to their still quite large size in aquariums, the
less fancy varieties are commonly kept outdoors in ponds,
similarly to koi. Keeping them in aquariums is a challenge as
the general safety recommendation for a full grown fancy
goldfish is around 30 gallons (120 L) for just one and the
streamlined body varieties are recommended to be kept
only in ponds. Goldfish can also live for quite long, with the
oldest on record being 43 years and 20 or more years (in
proper care) is not uncommon.
While people recognize goldfish by their characteristic
bright gold-orange color, wild goldfish are actually a
relatively dull grey. Selective breeding has not only changed
goldfish colors, but also their shapes as well! Two typical
shapes exist today: the streamlined bodies closer to the
wild forms, and the egg-shaped bodies (usually also with
double tails), with many of the commonly known fancier
varieties primarily being of the egg-shaped type. However
the fancy breeding is unfortunately not without issues. Eggshaped goldfish frequently suffer from digestive problems,
usually constipation due to the “squashing” of their digestive
system. Other fancy varieties have delicate features such as
long fins, enlarged, protruding eyes, sacs under their eyes, or
just “fancy” growths on their heads.
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In Eorzea, goldfish are considered several varieties of fish,
and can be caught in multiple locations ranging from ponds
in Thanalan to Azys Lla! The specific basic varieties are:
copperfish, silverfish, goldfish, bubble eye, vanuhead, and the
platinum fish. All of these can be likened to actual goldfish
breeds but vary greatly in size and location.
In Eorzean aquariums, the vanuhead, for example, is
considered a large fish while the copperfish is small!
There are also several varieties of big fish related to them,
with unfortunately only Mirrorscale being displayable in
aquariums currently. The copper, silver, and Eorzean goldfish
are all described as fish kept in aquariums and ponds just like
their real life counterparts.
The vanuhead can also be kept in aquariums as well but is not
described as one kept by Eorzeans. In terms of appearance,
the copper, silver, gold, and platinum fish are all based on
the simple egg-shaped fantail, also known as the Ryukin. The
bubble eye is based on the black telescope (or black moor),
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with the white parts on the body reminiscent of the “panda”
variant. The vanuhead is similar to the lionhead and ranchu
goldfish with the growth on the head called a “hood.”
There are strangely none of the streamlined bodied variants
currently in game, though there are fish based on koi that
somewhat overlap with them that are in the game and
useable in aquariums. I’m hoping that someday we will have
outdoor ponds as an extension of aquariums for such fish
when they are added so we may properly display them!
Let it be known that all that glitters is indeed not gold, but
gold and fishy! Goldfish are one of the most popular fish for
good reason and can be quite rewarding and long-living pets
when kept properly. They may not be uncommon or exotic,
but they certainly still have their appeal and a great variety
to choose from!
I look forward to the possibilities of more varieties of goldfish in
the expansion. So I can do as I always do:
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Deep in Dravania there's a hole in the wall,
A dark little crack from whose edge water falls.
Eerily lit by the glowing fungi within,
The view overlooks where savage duties begin.
Seek out this cave, oh Warrior of Light,
And send us a screenshot to capture the sight.
Celebrate your find with a good hearty /cheer,
Mayhaps with some luck a Stormblood code will appear!
IN CASE IT WASN'T CLEAR
Go to the spot described, take a screenshot of you doing /cheer
and visit https://moogle.media/2pn13wl to enter for your chance
to win a pre-order code for the collector’s edition of Stormblood!
And don‘t delay, the submission deadline is May 15th.
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LAST MONTH‘S

STORMBLOOD GIVEAWAY

WINNER

TMP is honored to congratulate
ARIN SYLODANI
on winning last month’s
Heavensward Hot Shot contest!

And for your viewing pleasure, we
are also pleased to announce the
runner ups!
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Deciples of Fab
BY EORZEA COLLECTION

SPRING IS HERE!

Gone are the long frigid winter nights - making way for
warmer days, pastel colours, cute animals and allergies.
But don’t swell up just yet - we have some great
glamours to get you ready to show
some skin!
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SPRING
BUTTERFLY
Nothing says spring like the Spring Dress - the
flowing frills, the rambunctious ribbons and the
stylish sleeves really make this the perfect outfit for
a walk in the park on a warm and breezy afternoon.
This female-only glamour is light and fun, and
Zytode complimented it beautifully with the Makai
Markswoman‘s Ribbon, in the shape of a butterfly. This outfit is also composed of exotic items,
such as the Eastern Lady’s Crackows and the
Housemaid‘s Wristdresses, but they match flawlessly.

ZYTODE RODIN «SHIVA»

Dye it Bone White or any pastel colour to really
accentuate this sweet and gentle look.
Find more details here
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TOO
TOUGH
If you want to turn over a new leaf and leave behind
your boring, monotone winter glamour, this Too
Tough set will surely do the trick. As they always
say - the greener, the better.
Gareth shows us how a monk can look comfortable yet fearless by donning the Shire Pankratiast‘s
Jacket and Hose in a light and fresh Hunter Green.
The boots and gloves are Bohemian and the
Shaded Spectacles finish the look with a sense of
carelessness.
Complement it with a green hand-to-hand weapon
and make your friends green with envy.
GARETH FIRMSTRIDER «SHIVA»
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GIRL
NEXT DOOR
Are you looking for a casual, Girl Next Door kind of
look for this spring? Close your armoire, relax, and
start enjoying the great outdoors!
This modern and sleek look was achieved by dying
the Glade Slops in a Raptor Blue colour, akin to high
waisted jeans. Bra’ya really brought it together by
keeping it clean and sophisticated, with the nice
and plain Hempen Camise and High Summoner’s
Boots.
Show off a pretty necklace, some extravagant nails
with the Claws of the Beast, and accessorize to
your taste. Just keep in mind that less is more!
BRA’YA SLATER «BALMUNG»
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An Interview with Dervy,
the Count of Theorycrafting
Anyone who has used Ariyala’s Gear Calculator
to make gear choices or has ever asked a friend
about “best in slot” pieces for their class owes
a debt of gratitude to Dervy. Dervy is the man
behind the stat weights and damage formulas
we all use and is arguably the most important
and influential member of the FFXIV community, even if you’ve never heard of him.
Choosing the right gear to use is a huge part
of success in any MMORPG. In FFXIV we’ve
got lots of pieces of gear with all sorts of
different stats on them to choose from, but
to make informed choices we first need
to understand how these different stats
affect how damage is calculated. That’s
where Dervy comes in. Through extensive testing and analysis, he calculates
relative stat weights for each job in
FFXIV and shares them with the community. These are the stat weights used
in Ariyala’s Gear Calculator and BiS Solver tool. Thanks to Dervy we can all make
informed choices about our gear, even
those of us that are lazy or too pretty to do
math!
TMP’s resident mathlete, Oldbear Stormborn,
chats with Dervy, the Count of Theorycrafting
himself, about his work, his plans, and his hopes for Stormblood.
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How did you get started with
theorycrafting?
Dervy: Mmm, good question! A couple things led
up to it really. I‘m a very over-analytical person in
real life. I honestly just want to know everything, like
a knowledge sponge. If I see something that interests me, I want to know as much as I can about it.
If something happens, such as an accident or an argument with my girlfriend or brother, I‘ll always end
trying to figure out how we went from A to B, why it
happened, how it happened, the reasoning behind
both our perspectives. In all honesty, I have no idea
how my parents put up with me for so long!
So naturally, it flows into my hobbies and gaming
habits. When I play a game, no matter what game
it is, I want to own it. I want to be a master at the
game (I dream I can be a master, at least) and I love
figuring out, mechanically, how everything pieces
together. It‘s why I love ARPGs, MMOs and competitive, tactical games (TCGs etc). Best builds, best
strategies, best weapons. What really kicked off the
Theorycrafting aspect, for me at least, was Diablo
3 and watching Kripparrian’s early streams with his
massive spreadsheets and logical thinking towards
games. That really fired my neurons. Actually seeing
how mathematics can be applied to Video Games
and building up your own knowledge, making your
own discoveries rather than just reading and copying
someone else‘s work, interested me much more than
it should have. 5 years later, here I am!

Is this all your own work, started from
scratch, or did you leverage work
done by anyone else?
Dervy: The majority of it for FFXIV is entirely my
own, yes. I‘d say 95%? The only exceptions are the
spreadsheets, which weren‘t made by myself, although I improved and worked on them over the years. They were both created by an ex-2.0 player by
the name of EasyMoneyX (EMX). A lot of 2.0 theorycrafters might recognize him - he was the guy who
made the first “official“ set of stat-weights for the
Dragoon and Monk, up until around patch 2.2 (when
he quit). These are the rotational/stat-weight sheets,
and his non-linear regression solver to make a damage model for FFXIV.

What sort of math background
do you have?
Dervy: Admittedly, none! I dropped out of A-Level
Mathematics (College Qualification for 16-18 year
olds in the UK) when I was 16 - simply because I never liked the teacher. Everyone was shocked because
I was exceptionally good at math. To be honest, it’s
one of the only regrets in my life. Everything I know
about math has been self-taught, or learned through
asking my friends who’ve studied Computer Science
degrees.
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I’m actually an Arts student, contrary to belief!
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Which came first - the stat weights or
the damage formula? Did you need
the formula to find the weights, or
vice-versa?
Dervy: The formulas were most important. Crit, Skill/
Spell Speed, and Damage Formula. For a little historical background of how the formulas and weights
came about in FFXIV, it all started with a guy called
Valky, who made the original B.L.I.T.Z.B.A.L.L website. He created the first set of Skill Speed, Crit, and
Damage models and a Damage Calculator. His website was the backbone of all theorycrafting in FFXIV,
and even the JP theorycrafters used it.
Afterwards there were loads of others, such as Pandabearcat, Kenji, Viridiana and EMX, who all noticed
flaws with the formula when we reached end-game
in 2.0, as a lot of Valky’s work was done during beta
(ex-1.0 players could play on their lvl50 chars for
beta). From there, they worked on the new formula,
then EMX made his original Rotational spreadsheet
for the Monk and Dragoon, using all the formulas
they’d made together.

Can you give us a quick walk-through
of the process you used to come up
with the stat weights?
Dervy: Sure! I’ll try make it as simple as I can. We start
off with the formulas. From there I make a simulator
of a job in Excel, using the formulas. The simulator
isn’t meant to be for accurate DPS calculation; it’s
there to observe the changes and the impact GCDs,
oCDs and buffs have on the overall performance of
the job, over infinity. This means, all buffs are averaged out over the course of their duration.

Now that we have a solid rotational
framework, we can start the stat
weight calculation.
First, we look at the average of the stats which are
available on a job at the maximum ilvl. So for the
Dragoon in 3.4, these were: 1605 Strength, 900 Critical Hit Rating, 900 Determination, and 650 Skill
Speed. There’s no science behind the stats chosen
- this is roughly what we can expect on the job if we
use random gear pieces.

Did you collect your own data? How
much data was used?

We plug these stats into our rotational sheet and
get our “baseline” damage. This is what we’ll use to
compare.

Dervy: Some of the data in 3.0 was outsourced, as
I only have Dragoon at level 60 (and only recently,
Bard). So I had to rely on a lot of players on Reddit,
the official forums, friends, and uhh… borrowed accounts from friends. (Naughty me!)

Afterwards, we increase one stat at a time by 1 or 5
(I chose 5, but there’s no significant difference) and
compare the increases of these stats against the
baseline damage value. This gives us our differential
values, or the delta.

As for the data used, I think my entire FFXIV folder
has a few GB of data. From 2.4 onwards up until now
I think I’ve collected, in total from all players, around
200 hours of data. At least 100 of it was my own, just
AFKing on housing dummies all day!
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The final step is comparing the comparison (compari-ception!) against a specific value. In FFXIV we
compare the different stats against the main stat, so
we compare the increases of Skill/Spell Speed, Critical Hit Rating, Determination and Weapon/Magic
Damage, against the delta of Strength, giving us our
stat weights!
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You started with DRG, right? What
made you want to perform a similar
analysis of other jobs?

Any plans to calculate weights for the
remaining jobs you haven’t already
covered?

Dervy: Honestly, after I got Dragoon and Monk done
I wanted to do Ninja in 2.4. I leveled it to 50 and started playing around with it. From there, I got Bard’s
weights calculated… then it just snowballed.

Dervy: I was planning on finishing up Machinist (just
fine-tuning of procs & ammo usage), but University
work got the better of me. I am planning on finishing
it at some point, but it might be closer to 4.0 or maybe after.

How much work is required for each
job you calculate stat weights for?

I have no plans to do Astrologian, as someone has
already gotten one made and it’s actually publically
available. Having said that, I may ask (with permission) if I can copy his spreadsheet to use as the building blocks for my own.

Dervy: Well, everything I’ve spoken about so far:
data collection, formula creation, spreadsheet creation/modification, then calculating the weights
themselves. It takes a while. A very long while. The
hardest part in my opinion is getting the rotational
spreadsheets done, because I usually work on them
alone. A lot of research needs to be done to get the
rotation in my spreadsheets near-perfect, to match
in-game performance.

I am definitely going to be doing
Samurai however, as it most likely
will end up being my main in 4.0.
Will you have to re-do all of your work
for Stormblood?
Dervy: Unfortunately, yeah. The saving grace is that
we’ve figured out what we believe are the actual formulas FFXIV uses for Skill/Spell Speed and Critical
Hit Rating. So unless there are drastic changes in the
formulas, those will most likely be solved day one.
The Damage formulas for all jobs will have to be redone, though. The quicker I get the data I need, the
quicker I can get the 4.0 weights done.

When did Ariyala start using your stat
weights for the gear calculator, and
how did that come about? (And why
aren’t you credited?!?)
Dervy: In all honesty, I have no idea. Maybe she
asked me for permission a while back and I forgot?
Personally, I don’t mind if people use my weights for
their own projects. They’re there for people to use
and are meant to be a public resource - but it would
be nice if I were credited for them, indeed. To be
fair, I don’t even think she plays FFXIV anymore and
just keeps the site updated. I guess we’ll see what
happens in 4.0!
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Are there any changes you’re hoping
to see in Stormblood, in terms of
stats, mechanics, damage calculations,
etc?
Dervy: Quite a few actually.
Accuracy should either be removed entirely, or changed so that all bosses have a globally shared Hit Rating necessary for 100% accuracy, with any excess
Accuracy over the Hit Rating Cap converted into Damage Penetration.
Determination needs to be be either buffed or
changed to give it an additional effect, similarly to
Skill/Spell Speed and Critical Hit Rating.
Parry needs to be reworked from the ground up. In
my opinion it should be changed to “Deflection,”
where you deflect a static 20% of damage back to
the enemy, with the Deflection Chance changed by
your Deflection stat (think of Crit in 2.0). Deflection
should affect both Magical and Physical classes.
Resistance debuffs such as Disembowel, Dancing
Edge, and Dragon Kick should be homogenized
into “Physical Resistance Down” and an equivalent
should be given to the casters, for “Magical Resistance Down.” This way the necessity for a Warrior or
Ninja will diminish, leveling the playing field for the
melee jobs - especially with a 4th melee, Samurai,
which is also rumored to be a slashing-based class
(if the datamined information is correct). Providing a
magical equivalent will also ensure that caster-based
compositions are relevant - Bard, Black Mage, Summoner, Red Mage.

Do you have any future plans for your
blog/website?
Dervy: At the moment, no. I plan on posting my new
findings on my blog for 4.0. Maybe give it a little
face-lift, but nothing major. The blog is more of a
personal thing for me to keep track of my thoughts
and work, just in case I ever need to go back and
reference something.
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If people out there want to help support your work, how can they do so?
Dervy: People are always more than welcome to
help. The best way to contact me is on Reddit: reddit.com/u/idervyi if you want to provide assistance to
myself or my theorycrafting “group.”
I don’t really like the idea of financial support. I do
what I do to benefit players and the community, rather
than for personal gain. Having said that, I might plan
on purchasing a few level-skipping potions in 4.0 if
they ever come out (and as long as they’re affordable!). So maybe in the future, if people are willing
I might open something up for donations to afford
the potions, but I’d never ask for the money. It would
make me feel cheap and icky.

Is there anything else you’d like to
add, or people you‘d like to thank?
Dervy: Quite a few people.
Firstly, to EMX himself. If he ever reads this (I doubt
he will), thank you. You helped start everything off in
FFXIV and without you, none of us would’ve had a
solid foundation to start on.
I’d also like to thank Krindor, Sunny Hirose, Viridiana, Clofirex and Ravahn. I’ve pestered them all too
much over the years but they have provided endless
help and without them, as a community we would
not have figured out Skill/Spell Speed or Critical Hit
Rating four daunting years later.
I’d also like to thank Sky, who made The Balance discord chat for job discussion. It’s an invaluable place
for everyone to discuss and gain knowledge in FFXIV.
With over 3000 players and growing, in my opinion,
it’s the #1 place for any player to be to gain insightful
and resourceful knowledge about the game and the
jobs in FFXIV. He’s also working on a website for job
guides and other info, written by notable and reputable players.
And lastly, I’d like to thank you and Amparro for hosting and setting up this Interview.
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Hello, all! Dawn Abernathy here with this month’s
Roleplay Reborn! As we ride out the season of
love, many of you May have romance on the
brain. That’s why this month I have decided to
focus my energy into discussing everyone’s second favorite ‘L’ word! That’s right my friends:
LOVE.
Over the past few months I have spoken a lot
about consent and what not to do when roleplaying out a relationship between two characters.
“So what CAN we do when grasped by the fierce
grip of love?” Well, my dear friends, I am here
today to talk to you about the 5 things you can
do to spring that seasonal romance on into the
warmer summer months!

Character development
Every interaction that we have with others shapes
who we are. Your characters should be no different. Take relationships as a learning experience
for your character. How does their significant
other impact them and the way that they see the
world? Additionally, what outside influences develop your character and, in turn, affect their relationship?

Character flaws and love
How do your characters’ flaws and personalities
affect the relationship? It’s impossible to write about dynamic character interactions without
accounting for the way that their personalities
brush up against one another. Sure, maybe one
character loves the way that their romantic interest crinkles their nose when they’re deep in
thought. But maybe they also hate the way they
drag their feet or chew on their nails.
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Account for the setting
How do your characters’ surroundings affect
their relationship? Are they constantly concerned
for their significant other with all of the political
turmoil that tends to occur in Eorzea? Are they
warriors in arms, inspired by the courage and
bravery of one another? Maybe they live in the
peaceful outskirts of Gridania, or by the salty
seas in Limsa Lominsa. Play around with your
setting and see how it changes your character
interactions.

Character motivations
Learn how your character motivations line up.
Are they looking for the same thing in life? Are
they bound to go in separate directions via their
own personal aspirations? Figuring out how
your character motivations coincide can either
strengthen a relationship or add friction. Either
way, it can create a very fun dynamic to play
around with.

External relationships
It is likely that both characters have friends and
relatives outside of their romantic relationship.
How do those affect their daily interactions with
one another? Characters should never live in a
bubble, unaffected by others. The way that your
characters interact with family and friends very
well could affect their personal romantic life.
This can really spice up your roleplay!
I hope you all enjoyed this month’s column!
Stay tuned for next time!
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ffxiv
recruiter
[A Discord]
[for Raiders]

W

hen taking that plunge into the raid scene
the prospect of where and how to start can
be daunting. How do you find a group? Should you
start your own group? Where can you find help?
Fortunately, there is an already available resource to
assist you in your pursuit: FFXIV Recruiter.
The Discord channel has a multitude of helpful tools
for everyone from the newest of raiders, to the most
experienced. These channels can help you in many
different ways, to find permanent members or even
subs when one of your regulars can‘t make it for a raid
night. Beyond just finding members and substitutes
for your static, the channel has a ranking system to
show you if a member has cleared a floor of savage
or is looking to clear a floor, to help you find someone
with similar progress to your group, even for players
looking for hardcore and speedrunning groups!
There also are job channels where knowledgeable
players can share their wisdom, or even help you
run content! Teaching you anything from extreme
primals to the savage raids, it allows knowledgeable
raiders to advertise their availability to help.
So how do I join?

WRITTEN BY AURIUS ROSNSATHSYN
LAYOUT BY MYSCHA REHL

Go to ffxivrecruiter.com on your web browser (do not
enter it in Discord). It will take you to their Discord’s
website and follow the directions from there. Once
you have joined, enjoy the friendly Discord and the
multiple tools it provides. Great raids await!

MODEL: MILKA MAMPF (DSIS)
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Join Our Team!
Do you enjoy reading The Moogle Post? Ever thought
to yourself, “Hey! I can do that!”?
Well here’s your chance! Send examples of your work
to themooglepost@gmail.com today!
We are looking for the following:
Writer: Our writers consist of many different styles, including but not limited to fiction, interviews, informative,
poetry, and satire.
Layout Designer: Must be able to utilize InDesign to
create a layout for written pieces that is both pleasing
to the eye and does not take away from the written
content.
Artist: We welcome both traditional and digital artists
of all styles. Pieces are on a voluntary basis as they will
be working with the writers while creating art for their
individual articles. We are also looking for Comic Artists!
Proofreader: Proofreads articles as they are completed, making edits and comments as applicable in the
Google Docs.
Disclaimer: All positions are volunteer positions. The
Moogle Post does not provide payment for content.
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HOW TO REMEMBER
NOTHING RIGHT NOW MATTERS.

Welcome back, my mewling
millennials, to another edition
of AOG. Today we will be discussing the impending expansion
and how nothing really matters
right now. While you should be
preparing for the expansion
with the attention you gave the
one prom you got to go to because the girl felt sorry for you,
ultimately you need to relax and
realize we are just killing time
here. Lollipops hang from trees
and gear falls from the sky like
rain at this phase of the patch
cycle. Just sit back and learn
how to relax from Mincius.
At this point of the patch cycle
it is common for shakeups to
occur within raid groups. With
some people making moves or
others quitting the game, spots
open and groups must reorganize.

Now, my little
snowflakes, here is
where you lose
focus.
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With groups of 8 tanks clearing
A12S with Echo, composition
at this phase in the game does
not matter. It blows my mind
that people are looking for specific classes at this point. It is
frankly moronic to assume that
the party comps and dynamics
that currently exist will carry
over into the expansion. I see
missed connections all the time
because people insist on class
over player quality. Classes can
be sorted out in July, assuming,
of course, you can convince
your mommy to buy your unemployed butt the expansion while
you continue to find yourself.
Quit being an anal whiny baby
about best in slot gear. Best
in slot is no longer required to
clear anything and will likely be
outclassed in a few levels once
the level cap raises. You should
focus on getting a serviceable
gear set on each class you intend to play and stop sweating
the small stuff—slight differences in DPS. I know, my little millennials, it is harder than just
following the BIS chart, but getting 270 on your classes by whatever methods you can should

be easy enough to follow given
the removal of loot caps and increased scripture allotments.
Spend some time in your ridiculous safe place if you need to in
order to come to terms with this.

In summary, my
millennial babies,
you should be doing what you are
best at right now:
absolutely nothing.
I know it is hard to imagine that
I would actually advise your
waste of oxygen self to act in a
millennial-like way, but sadly
even hell freezes over occasionally. Use your time to go outside and do other activities. I
hear Starbucks has some stupid
new unicorn drink, perhaps you
could go try one; I mean, any red
blooded real man will laugh at
you, but hey, with your attention
to your cracked iPhone you probably won’t hear it anyway.
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CLASS
RANT
with Project Pettanko
Feat: NINJA

The world seemed like such a simple place. When we entered the world of
Final Fantasy XIV, there weren't as many classes to choose from as there are
now. For some of us, it wasn't truly enough. None of the classes really spoke
to us and we never quite found the class that made us feel comfortable. One
day, during your adventures, you stumbled across a little secluded area in Limsa
Lominsa near the Fisherman's guild. A motley group of thieves, and through them
you were introduced to the rogue. While the twin daggers felt more comfortable
in your hands, they weren't quite right but you decided to press on.Then it
happened, that fateful day you'll never forget. What every little adventurer
dreams of, when starting with a class and earning... their job stone. This little
job stone was everything you ever wanted. This little job stone let you live out
your weeaboo dreams of becoming Hokage. This little job stone let you fulfill your
dreams of fighting along Sasuke (who's really cool) and Sakura
(the beautiful). This little job stone... was the ninja.
The ninja is a melee DPS class introduced into the
game a little bit after Final Fantasy XIV's release. Of
the three melee DPS classes, it's the only class currently
available to the fat kids in their basements who dream
of living out their shinobi weeaboo dreams. So how does
ninja fare in this world? Well for starters it's almost always
demanded in almost every godforsaken raid composition,
not for the damage it can output, but for the utility it
provides. So in other words, ninja functions similarly to bard and
machinist. You have low damage compared to other melee DPS, and nobody
cares about you as an individual, they just want you for that Trick Attack. What
does Trick Attack do? It places a vulnerability upon the target for the next 10
seconds, a vulnerability that increases ALL incoming damage!
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That's why everybody wants you! Not for the cool individual you are
but the boost you provide to them! How's that for a blow to the ego?
Doesn't help that Trick Attack is a positional and if you don't get it right
the vulnerability doesn't even go off, making your mother wonder why you
came upstairs crying while tripping over your brand new waifu pillow.
When Heavensward was released, all the classes of FFXIV got a whole
new set of skills to pump up their damage and show off just how cool
they are. So what did ninja get you ask? Well ninja got absolutely jack
dick for themselves. While dragoon got Battle Litany (an area of effect
crit buff including themselves), ninja got Smokescreen (a single target buff
that, when placed on an ally, lowers the hate they generate). While monk
got Elixir Field (area of effect damage at the low low price of 30 seconds),
ninja got Shadewalker (all hate generated by the ninja gets sent to the
target this is placed on.) So what did this mean for the ninja? It meant
that as other classes got to flex their muscles, ninja got kicked in the dick
and told it was another support class.
It doesn't help that ninja struggles to do damage on its own
when you've got to apply your own slashing debuff (Dancing
Edge). Sure, you could always grab a warrior and tell them
to put up Storm's Eye (slashing debuff), but MOST of
them forget to put it up anyway and the poor ninja
has to add in a low damage skill to their rotation. The
"Mudra" system (a.k.a here is some more weeb shit
to help fuel your waifu boner) doesn't help much
either, with all the input lag that exists, the
bunny that gets summoned ends up becoming
your new waifu (your waifu is shit anyways.)
"MY
HUTOOOOOOOOOOOOOON"
-Sasuke Uchina
The ninja is the
melee DPS that
got picked on in
school because
they would wear
trenchcoats and
wear pants with
weird chains. The
ninja is the melee
DPS class that vowed
revenge on their high school bullies
but ended up becoming their Trick
Attack bitch instead. The ninja vows, as other
classes had fun actually playing the game,
they would study the blade and redeem their
lost honor.
Ninja, a glorified melee DPS support
that everybody is probably going to
ditch to chase their weeaboo dreams as
samurai.
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CommuniTy
Spotlight
On Friday, April 14th, I attended a musicand-dance performance on Balmung by
members of the Beat Breakerz Brigade
, also known as 3B , at the Spriggy Tide
Festival by the F.C. Thaliak’s Embrace.
Afterwards, I had the opportunity to chat
with some of the members, including
Waltz Concerto, the group’s leader.
The performance was openly held in the
8 th Ward of Lavender Beds around YainuPar, the stage being the docks of Amethyst
Shallows. Seating for the event was a bit
unorthodox as far as my experience with
events is concerned (especially with how
many people were scattered about), but
things lined up quickly as the show began.
It reminded me of the sort of “on the
green” public events that would occur in
my hometown while growing up. Luckily I
snagged a good center seat so I was able
to get a great view of the show.

performed a Korean pop song “Not Spring
Love or Cherry Blossoms” while emoting
and broadcasting the English lyrics.
You could tell from how well timed and
thought out the performances were that
these players don’t mess around.
Suddenly, mid-event I hear a commercial
play over the synchronized playlist.
It’s an in-character help-wanted ad for
<<LUCKY>>F.C. Waltz later told me the idea
was L’yon’s. Zaynava (who was attending
the event along with me) and I quickly
commented about the ingenuity of it all
and even considered its implementation
in our own events. Needless to say, we
were stunned by it all.

I’m not a roleplayer, and so coming to these
events I sometimes feel a bit out of place,
but also curious as to the similarities and
differences in how roleplayers successfully
execute these sorts of events, compared to
our own at A Stage Reborn. When I spoke
with Waltz, Kikilu, and Alexei afterwards, I
actually learned that the 3B group itself is
pretty new!

The performance was coupled with cytu.
be, which allows you to share synchronized
video lists with others (mainly for music in
these cases). L’yon Tia, Kikilu Kilu, Waltz
Concerto and Alexei Zolotse all performed.
L’yon synchronized emotes and lyrics for a
song, “Wake Me Up,” while the latter three
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After being a solo idol for about 2 years and
performing with the RP guild Gilded Pony on
Balmung, Waltz realized he could only do so much
on his own and decided to start a collaboration
effort. Alexei, who was also in Gilded Pony, did
in-character performance tutoring. Alexei now
runs an in-character music school on the server,
<<Musiq>>! They held auditions to find and recruit
five additional members: Mae’lin Kacha, Sunrah Osiris, K’ziyo Tia, Lilira Lira (in-game name
Nanamo Ul-Namo), and Kikilu Kilu.
Kikilu Kilu was a huge fangirl of their performances
and would watch them all the time. Although she
was new to performing when auditions rolled
around, she had great enthusiasm and dedication.
The hours were challenging (being based in the
UK), and even though she was nervous about
trying, she couldn’t give up the opportunity. Waltz
took Kiki under his wing and taught her along with
Mae’lin and Lilira.

The group picked their name together via
throwing around ideas for names on Discord. The
name, “Beat Breakerz Brigade” or “3B”, is a play
on the naming style of K-Pop idol groups. Their
goal is to get everyone across Eorzea dancing
when the beat breaks down. Every week the
group meets up to work on their material. They
set up choreography, teach and practice routines,
pick songs, plan out concerts and performances…
They held a small concert as their debut back in
January and are currently planning a more largescale event on May 5 th.
I asked the group if they had any big plans or
ideas for the future in addition to the event
they’re planning for the first week of May. Waltz
mentioned when they have enough renown,
they’d like to potentially hold an idol-style
competition as a recruitment tool to expand.
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We discussed what separates the XIV community
a bit from other MMO communities. “We
wouldn’t want to do this in another MMO”, Waltz
commented, adding that the XIV community
was also one of the most respectful gaming
communities experienced. Alexei mentioned
how on Lord of the Rings Online you’d see a
performance maybe once a year, but on XIV you
could find an event every week.
For those who are interested in trying out that
sort of thing, they all agree on one thing: go for
it! They even offer to help teach those interested
in learning how to do in-game performances.
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Personally, I strongly believe that there’s
more to a game than just the bosses, the
armor, the battles… Kikilu offered to share
her experiences and what 3B has done for
her.
“In real life, I suffer from a few illnesses,
one of which keeps me in bed or housebound almost every day. It also affects my
muscles and everything else. Basically, I
can’t do most of the things I used to be able
to do, like going out with friends, dancing
at parties, etc. So being able to do anything
I want here, and being in 3B, means huge
amounts to me.”
In this day and age, MMO communities are
coming together to achieve great things that
take it beyond a game. These communities
are giving life to those who need it most,
and sharing experiences others may not
have the opportunity to experience in
the real world. Bringing the arts into a
community has incredible purpose and
incredible power, roleplaying or not.
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Lesson of the day?
Don’t let your dreams be dreams.
Mark your calendars and don’t miss Beat
Breakerz Brigade’s event on Balmung on
May 5 th ! Contact Waltz Concerto (or any of
the members) in-game for more information
about events or the group!

Next month’s issue will include exciting
information about A Stage Reborn’s next
theatrical performance: “The Worker” by
Walter Wykes! Don’t miss it!

Wanderer Sabaku

& layout by Myscha Rehl

Are you a community content creator?
Do you host events for your FC or the
community at large? Interested in
talking about what you’ve done in the
past or plan on doing? Please contact
The Moogle Post, or send an email
directly to Wanderer Sabaku via Staff@
AStageReborn.com if you’d like your
community events considered for the
community spotlight column!
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Community
Profile
Getting to know captivating
and intriguing members of
the XIV community.

I

’m Pookajutsu, or just Pook,
and I am a recently partnered
Final Fantasy XIV broadcaster
on Twitch who just completed a
two year streaming challenge. I
go live regularly to an enthusiastic
community of pony knights who
pledge to ride hard. I focus on the
casual aspects of the game, community events, and the new player experience. I’ve been a part of
the Final Fantasy XIV community
since phase 3 of the ARR beta, and
have mained a bard on Malboro
since launch.
Since I am rooted in Twitch,
that’s likely where people might
know me from. If not for my own
streams, then because I serve as a
moderator for several XIV stream
communities, make semi-regular
appearances on MogTalk (bless
you Frosty), and serve as Community Manager for the Dream
Network Twitch team, founded by
MrHappy1227 and Rawrsnacks.

Some examples of content:
What exactly is a Waifu?

RIP bridge

Disciples of Bahamut
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House
of the

Month

Hidden in the Goblet resides this beautiful oasis,
belonging to the <<P-VIP>> FC and designed by Olyne
Dice. The front yard provides you with many areas to
bask in the sun near the water with Paissas nearby,
welcoming you with open arms to their domain, to seek
shelter and good times if the sun and heat prove to be
too much for you.
The dim entrance of the house provides a nice reprieve
from the scorching and bright desert sun, allowing you
to relax indoors with your friends with a perfect little
oasis to sit in downstairs. Be warned though, use your
indoor voices if you don’t want to suffer the wrath of
Levin Bahamut that stands guard.
If you desire a quieter place to relax and unwind, there
is also a small private reading nook upstairs for all your
relaxation needs! There is nothing quite as therapeutic
as reading a book or admiring an aquarium. Fortunately,
this room is complete with both options! The Cupfish
housed in this tier 4 aquarium is certain to entertain and
distract your mind from the desert dulls if the stories
can’t hold your attention. Be sure to pay a visit to the
oasis by hopping over to Goblet, Ward 1, Plot 29 today!
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Glamour Problems
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Beast Tribe
Primer

By Thamissa Lunaria

Hello fellow Eorzeans, and welcome to Beast Tribe Primer!
In this series we’ll describe the many different beast tribes whom
the Warrior of Light can aid while traveling through Eorzea, and
discuss the benefits each tribe may provide in return for your help,
while remaining as spoiler-free as possible.
First off, what are beast tribes? The same beastmen who are
often seen summoning primals left and right, causing an uproar
and leaving everyone nearby in a tizzy. “Why should I help them?”
you must be asking yourself. Well, some tribes of beastmen
disagree with their kin and don’t actually care about raining
death on all Eorzeans by way of their favorite primals. They
can be very nice once you get to know them. Plus, they
are loaded with good stuff that you might want!
If this has piqued your interest you must be
asking yourself, “How do I help them?”
It’s simple! After starting their
questlines, you visit the tribes
daily and do quests for the
beastmen, earning reputation until you
have enough to gain a new rank in your
status. Ranks begin at Neutral, after which
comes Recognized, then Friendly, and
for most tribes the highest rank is
Trusted.
The Ixal (who will be
exceptions for basically
everything related to ARR
beast tribes, so get
used to it!) also have
Respected, Honored and
Sworn after Trusted.
Note, however, that you can
only help the beast tribes out so
much. Each day, you are given 12
allowances for beast tribe quests, and
each ARR beast tribe offers 3 daily quests
per reputation rank excluding the last (the
Heavensward beast tribes always offer 3 quests
per day, independant of your rank). So at Neutral
rank you can do 3 quests for a single beast tribe, at
Recognized you can do 6 quests, and at Friendly,
9 quests.
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Kobolds
The first beast tribe we’ll look into is the kobolds. To understand
the kobolds, it’s important to understand their society. Kobolds
are divided into groups who work at dig sites; each dig site has
a number that indicates its rank among all digs, so kobolds
from the 1st dig site are the best and most productive, hardestworking kobolds of all. Of course, it couldn’t be any other
way; the specific kobolds you end up helping are of the very
lowest rank, the 789th dig. They are equal parts incompetent
and lazy and are at risk of being stamped out of existence by
the leader of the 13th, Zo Ga. But with the help of the Warrior
of Light and the Maelstrom, the kobolds of the 789th manage to
stop Zo Ga from enacting his destructive plans.
The kobold quests are started at the Maelstrom Command in
Limsa Lominsa (nearest aethernet: The Aftcastle) by talking
to Trachraet after completing the lvl 41 main story quests.
The 789th dig is in Outer La Noscea (nearest aetheryte: Camp
Overlook). Ultimately the kobolds will ask you to sabotage
and steal items from the other digs in order to enjoy some
undeserved praise at the expense of harder-working
kobolds who aren’t so lazy. There are also quests in which you
have to carry a bomb into the U’Ghamaro mines - but if you are
at least level 58, these quests become trivial as nothing will
attack you to disrupt your bomb delivery.

Kobolds: https://ffxiv.consolegameswiki.com/wiki/Kobold_Daily_Quests

For your efforts, the kobolds will sell you various
alchemy-related materials, a few dyes between
green and brown, Unidentified Ores and also the
only flying mount from ARR beast tribes; the bomb
palanquin. Along with having the ability to fly, the mount is
a very amusing concept, being a metal chair hoisted up by six
bombs. Let’s just hope nothing startles them into exploding…
TRIBE TRIVIA: Kobolds tend to explain their points by using
repeated synonyms, like so: “But Bo Gu is different - unique,
distinctive, different.” They will always use three synonyms in this
same pattern. The title you get from doing their quests is 789th
Order Champion.
TIP
One of the highest-ranked kobold quests requires an item that
drops from a FATE called “Making the Rounds” (Outer La Noscea,
X: 22, Y: 6). You can get the item without having the quest active,
so if you ever see that FATE on the map, hop on over and get
it done so you’ll never waste time by having to wait for it to
appear.
For the ARR beast tribes, the most optimal path to Trusted
takes 14 days, achieved by spending as many allowances as
you can on one tribe. Conversely, spreading your allowances
out between all tribes (other than the Ixal) will allow you to
finish them all simultaneously in 23 days! The second method
also grants you better rewards from the highest-ranked
quests.
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Sylphs
The next tribe we’ll look at are the sylphs. Although they may all
look feminine there are both male and female sylphs, and this is
denoted by their names; the male sylphs have names ending in -xio,
and the females have names ending in -xia. They are a naturally
mischievous species and sometimes will play pranks on adventurers
and other sylphs.
The sylphs you’ll meet are green-colored, which sets them
apart from the sylphs touched (tempered) by the primal
Ramuh, who are purple. Their legends speak of a Chosen One,
a sylph who is born once every millennium and has the power to
change the fate of her people. It would obviously be very bad if the
Chosen One were to sprout under the care of the touched sylphs,
so they will enlist your help to prevent this from happening.
Their questline can be started by going to the Adder’s Nest in New
Gridania (which is, incidentally, the nearest aetheryte point) at
level 42. The sylphs themselves are in the East Shroud (nearest
aetheryte: Hawthorne Hut), in Little Solace. Their quests will have
you performing all kinds of pranks on the touched sylphs, as
well as saving friendly sylphs from nasty predicaments. The
related mount you can get from them is the Laurel Goobbue, a
silly-looking beast who can sneeze on command… make sure to
drench all of your friends in its warm spittle!
The sylph vendor will also provide you with high-level
weaving materials and a different set of green and brown
dyes than the kobolds have.

Sylphs: http://finalfantasy14account.com/sylphs-for-ffxiv-gil-hunters/

TIP
One of the highest-ranked Sylph quests requires an item that drops
from a FATE called “What a Boar” (East Shroud, X: 23, Y: 17). As with
the kobolds, you can get the required item without having an active
quest, so future-proof yourself against a long wait by dealing with
this FATE whenever you notice it pop.
TRIBE TRIVIA: The sylphs aren’t used to employing pronouns such
as “we,” “I” or even “you.” They refer to adventurers as “walking
ones” by default, calling themselves “this one” and they will give you
an adjective based on what they think of you, such as “bumbling
one” or “brave one.” The title you get from doing their quests is
Sylph-Friend.
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from a 17 year old
with Mathias Magick

Dear 17 year old,
Help! I joined an A1S light farm
through party finder, but we
keep wiping to it!

I’m a DRG main and I keep dying
at least once every boss fight,
what am I doing wrong?

Meld more crit!

You should be dying at least twice, git gud pls.

How can I get the recruit a
friend items if I have no friends?
Buy some friends, or make multiple service accounts and go
broke!

People say that eating food will
increase my DPS. Is it worth it?
I don’t like to eat food while playing because how can I use a fork,
a knife, AND my mouse at the
same time?

I noticed my A9S clears still
take at least 6 minutes, even
with the Echo! How can I improve the clear times?
Don’t be so …
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My friends keep complaining
that I don’t turn on cleric stance
when I play healer, what should
I do?
Either uninstall, or respond with
the classic “you don’t pay my
sub” because that will win ANY
argument. No doubt about it.

I leveled everything and I don’t
know what to do! Do you have
any recommendations?
People will tell you that glamour
is the true end game, but they
have no clue about the real end
game, alts. Level that shit up all
over again!
WARNING:
This is obviously shitty advice,
do not heed it. The following
opinions or views within this
column are not intended to actually help. This column, author
and The Moogle Post are not
responsible for any catastrophic
outcomes that will potentially result from following any of the following advice. Seriously, it‘s bad
advice. If you still want it though,
simply send us an e-mail at
submissions@mooglemedia.com.
What could possibly go wrong?
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The Burden
of the Baby
(Savage)

If you ask people to name the most challenging, frustrating, difficult boss they’ve ever faced while gaming,
you’ll get a lot of different answers. They’re all wrong.
There is a special boss available only to players who
have unlocked the parent job. It’s known simply as the
Baby, and attempting to face it unprepared could be a
mistake you’ll end up regretting.
This guide will show you the ins and outs of the Baby
boss battle, go over each phase of the fight and the attacks and mechanics you can expect to see, and also offer a few common strategies. The fight is tougher than
you can imagine, but if you’re looking for 100% completion in your life playing as a parent can be the most satisfying thing you’ll ever do!
Let’s jump in.

Phase 1: Infant
The first phase of the Baby encounter is called the Infant phase. This is the shortest phase of the battle, lasting about 12 months. During this phase the following
attacks are introduced and will be used at random, so
you’ll need to be ready for any of these at any time:
CRY: A noise-based AoE attack, which does unavoidable
damage to the entire raid. Try to interrupt or silence this
ability as quickly as possible.
KICKS AND PUNCHES: These are the boss’s weakest attacks; they’re easy to dodge and do very little damage
if you do get hit. The boss usually flails around during
both of these attacks rather than targeting a specific
player.
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HAIR GRAB: This is a nasty attack which grabs the main
tank and binds him or her until the hand is DPS’d down
enough to let go.
GERM SPREAD: This attack adds a virus debuff, which
can be removed by the Parent job’s Lysol skill. In addition to affecting the target, Germ Spread can sometimes
create an AoE of varying size around the boss, depending on the strength of the attack.
VOMIT: Affects the target and a small area around him
or her. The damage is usually minor during Infant phase,
but in later phases the range and potency of this attack
increase significantly.
FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH: A special attack that can only be
used by a male boss, it sprays the tank with a yellow liquid which will stun for a short time. This attack cannot
be interrupted and must be shielded against.
Avoid these attacks as best you can while continuing to
DPS and heal. The Parent job has a cooldown called Nap
which can be used to take a break from the battle to rest
and regroup - use this as often as possible!
When you see the Cry attack being prepped, use your
Lullabye, Pacifier, and Warm Bottle skills to mitigate the
damage. Be careful! If you fail the DPS check and the
Cry attack continues, after several minutes the boss will
go into enrage mode and Cry will become impossible to
stop, forcing you to take continuous damage for the rest
of the fight. Whenever you succeed in interrupting or
canceling a Cry, the boss will temporarily stop attacking
and perform a smiling or giggling animation. Good job!
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Phase 3: Teenager
This phase has zero predictability. The mechanics and
attacks will occur randomly and without warning. At
this point in the fight, having played your Parent job
skillfully during the Child phase is your best hope. Have
the healers shield the party and blow every defensive
cooldown you have to weather this brutal storm of emotional attacks.
ANGST: Another attack that applies a stacking Patience
Down debuff, this one is also accompanied by a hugely damaging counterattack targeting any player unfortunate enough to be within range.

Phase 2: Child
The Child phase is by far the longest phase, lasting about
12 years. During this phase, the boss will change its attack pattern randomly every few months, forcing you to
adjust to a new strategy just as you become proficient
in the old one.
The Kick and Punch attacks become stronger in this
phase, and the Vomit and Germ Spread abilities increase
in both range and potency. The Child phase also introduces three new attacks:
WHY?: This is a relentless attack that the boss will use
repeatedly many times, always in rapid succession. It
applies a stacking Patience Down debuff and tests how
long you can last until YOU decide to use Limit Break.

LAZINESS: An attack that creates sections of AoE hazard called Dirty Laundry on the floor of the arena,
which can pile up over the course of the fight until there
are no clean areas in which to maneuver.
KNOW-IT-ALL: Each time the boss uses this attack,
it randomly chooses one of the Parent’s existing skills
and targets it against you. The attack frequently fails
to complete and does only 30% of the full damage as a
result of the boss using it ineffectively.
I HATE YOU!: This is a brutal tankbuster that can cause
unrecoverable damage if not shielded against. It is difficult to avoid and cannot be prevented. After I Hate You!
is used, the boss will retreat to the far end of the arena
and should not be approached; doing so will cause massive damage.

NO!: The most frequently used attack during the Child
phase. It must be DPS’d down quickly each time it occurs, otherwise the boss will enrage and the countdown
to its ultimate attack, Tantrum, begins. Developing an
emergency strategy to handle Tantrum before it happens is important, as Tantrum can affect everyone in the
area including innocent bystanders.

The Teenager phase requires patience, strategy and
subtlety. Attacks from the front will do little or no damage to the boss during this phase, as the Teenager has
a 100% reflect bonus. It is usually best to have your partner act as tank during the worst attacks and soak up the
damage while you attack from the flank. If you continue
your persistence and survive for long enough, you will
eventually wear the boss down and win the fight. Congratulations!

PLEEEEASE?: A dangerous gaze attack. If a party member is affected, they will become entranced and the boss
gains one stack of the Spoiled buff. Allowing more than
three stacks of Spoiled to be gained will cause the boss
to use a special Spoiled Brat attack, which can instantly
wipe the raid if no one is strong enough to withstand it.

I recommend taking plenty of screenshots throughout
the Baby encounter. After you’ve finished all the Parent
job quests, when looking back it will seem to have gone
by in a blur. Soon enough, though, you will be able to
re-watch the cutscenes for a second time while leveling
the Grandparent job!

Your performance during the Child phase has a direct
impact on the rest of the fight. The boss gains a damage up stack for each failed mechanic in this phase, and
too many mistakes here will make the the next phase
almost impossible.
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ohosometal
I’m 26 years old and have been making jewelry for almost 2
years. I got into it by accident - I graduated with a degree in
mathematics, but my brother has a jewelry workshop and I tried
my hand at it. After I put a few pieces up for sale at Etsy and
people actually wanted them, I’ve been doing this full time.
For more ohosometal’s work:

Shop
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Merlin Asthernan (Leviathan)
I’m a misplaced advertising artist from Canada passing his free
time with drawing. I hope to make even lewder drawings!
You can find Merlin here:
Deviant Art | Twitter | Twitch
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Submit your art for a chance to be
featured in the next issue of The
Moogle Post. Submissions of photos
or digital artwork can be sent to
themooglepost@gmail.com.
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Welcome back to anotherspectacular feature with Eorzea’s Cosplay Corner! As always, we’re back to feature the best IRL
Disciples of the Hand and the beautiful
works that they synthesize.
This month we are honored to feature Egg
Sisters Cosplay and their absolutely breathtaking Garuda costume, proving that while
some say the world will end in fire, others
clearly believe that it will be in big, sudden
gusts of wind.
While many FFXIV cosplayers are drawn
to cosplaying the many playable races of
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Eorzea, Egg Sisters cosplay chose to follow their
primal instincts when choosing Garuda. They
were simply blown away by her rich character
design and creature-like qualities. After seeing
her, they were very motivated to create her in
real life.
Of course, looking this good doesn’t happen overnight. The sister duo, consisting of
Dana and Courtney who come from Chicago,
spent around 3 months crafting this costume,
working on it all throughout their many nights and
weekends.
While it’s hard to imagine that anything could
pose as a real challenge for these talented sisters, the hardest part of their Garuda construction consisted of the stilts and wings.
Making the costume both accurate and wearable
was thought-provoking. Additionally, the first time
that they wore it was at Fan Festival in Las Vegas,
where one of them quickly became overheated,
nearly passing out. Thankfully, they were saved by
a heroic well-wisher in a bright, yellow shirt who
provided pillar-like support before they eventually
found him gone with the wind. To this day, they
still find themselves wanting to thank him.
As these two prepare for Stormblood in June, new
primal designs are on their radar. While their eyes
gravitatetowards Bahamut and Shiva, they are
looking forward to any new designs that we might
see with the expansion.

Have a cosplay that you feel is worthy of
the Twelve’s praise?
Send it in to Dawn@mooglemedia.com!
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haute

Hydaelyn

Couture

Armored chestpiece

1

2

Lord Commander’s
Coat

Don the attire of Sir Aymeric
Proto Ultima Mesh himself as you fight your foes
This chest piece may be sleek, and slash your way through
dungeons! Sorry ladies, SE
slim and sexy, but there is no
mistaking it’s armor status.
figured out how much you
With protective plating over the enjoyed staring at his
arms, shoulders and hips, you
appearance and decided you’d
can certainly charge into battle
be better off looking at him
without fears!
than dressing up like him!
How To Obtain:
Exchanging 1 Proto Ultima Heat
Shielding from Dun Scaith

How To Obtain:
Mog Station
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3
Heavy Darksteel
Armor
Many people like to cosplay
ingame with their characters,
and what better way to cosplay
as a Transformer than through
the use of this piece?!
How To Obtain:
Crafted

4
Heavy Allagan
Armor
Go all the way with the suit of
armor look through this chest
piece. Maybe if you stand still
long enough, enemies will just
run past you without a second
thought!
How To Obtain:
BCoB Turn 1
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A guide, analysis and discussion of Dragoon
By Naxam Naekovu
Phoenix Server

FFLogs
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BASICS
1. GCD Priority & Basic Rotation
2. Keep Heavy Thrust up
3. Keep Chaos Thrust/Disembowel up
4. Keep Phlebotomize up
5. Full Thrust Combo as filler
Following this priority system we can form our base
rotation, which consists of 10 GCDs and is as follows:

Heavy Thrust ▶ Impulse Drive ▶ Disembowel ▶
Chaos Thrust ▶ 4th ▶ Phlebotomize ▶
True Thrust ▶ Vorpal Thrust ▶ Full Thrust ▶ 4th
With this rotation, Heavy Thrust and Phlebotomize
will be reapplied as they fall off, but Disembowel
and Chaos Thrust will both be clipped by about 6
seconds. While clipping by this much of a margin
may seem like a bad thing, letting Disembowel fall
off is much worse, and doing another Full Thrust is a
definite DPS loss (except in the case that the target
is about to die or go invulnerable).

For example, it can be beneficial in certain situations
to apply a Chaos Thrust combo to a target even
when Heavy Thrust will wear off partway through
the combo. This is certainly worth doing when it‘s
only the 4th combo that does not receive the Heavy
Thrust buff, as it gets Disembowel up sooner and
still allows a buffed Chaos Thrust. If the Heavy Thrust
buff would wear off before Chaos Thrust, whether
to go ahead should be dealt with on a case-by-case
basis.
If you are running the increasingly popular BRD+MCH
composition, I would argue that getting Disembowel
up faster is certainly more beneficial for the group,
but losing 15% on your single most powerful GCD
doesn’t feel good. All in all, it depends on many different factors such as the length of time the current
phase will last, which oGCDs are available, whether
it’s a burst phase for your BRD/MCH, and a multitude
of other variables that would be almost impossible to
fully discuss. I will attempt to give further insight on
how your thought process should go when dealing
with situations like this in the Advanced Concepts
section.

Often when having to disengage for mechanics, or
when switching targets, you will be left in a position
where you can’t simply follow your basic rotation. In
these situations you will generally want to use this
priority system as a basic guide - you will certainly
need to adapt it on the fly in order to fully optimize.
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OPENERS
Basic Opener w/Potion

HT (BL + BfB) > ID (IR + BotD) >
Dis (Pot) > CT (Leg + PS) > 4th
(Jump) > Phleb (Spine) > TT (DfD)
> VT (Gsk + LS) > FT

This is the standard opener for Dragoon. It involves popping your 20-second cooldowns first, then your
shorter cooldowns. This way all your oGCDs are buffed by the cooldowns, and your potion is active for Chaos Thrust and Full Thrust. Geirskogul is used before Life Surge here so that it gains the benefit of Internal
Release and Trick Attack.

BfB/IR Swap Opener w/Potion

HT (BL + IR) > ID (BotD + BfB) >
Dis (Pot) > CT (Leg + PS) > 4th
(Jump) > Phleb (Spine) > TT (DfD)
> VT (Gsk + LS) > FT

While I personally don’t agree with this opener, I decided to add it anyway for completion’s sake. The idea
behind it is that you get the 2nd Heavy Thrust (boosted by Disembowel) within Blood for Blood instead of
the opening Impulse Drive (boosting a 170*1.1 = 187 potency move instead of 180). The problem I have
with this opener is that it means Internal Release falls off before Geirskogul, which, while reliant on RNG to
have any effect, is a much bigger loss on average than using Blood for Blood the previous GCD.

Fey Wind Opener
(allows earlier use of 2nd Geirskogul)

HT (BL + BfB) > ID (Pot) > Dis
(BotD + IR) > CT (Leg + PS) > 4th
(Jump) > Phleb (Spine) > TT (DfD)
> VT (LS + Gsk) > FT

This opener is used with Fey Wind in order to be able to get an earlier 2nd Geirskogul without dropping
Blood of the Dragon. Useful in A9S to get a Geirskogul on the first set of adds without dropping significant
single-target damage in the opener.
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Skill Descriptions &
Usage/Priority Notes
GCDs
Heavy Thrust
▶ 170 Potency
▶ Flank Positional (100 Potency if missed)
▶ Increases your damage by 15% for 24

seconds

Impulse Drive
▶ 180 Potency
▶ Combos into Disembowel

Disembowel
▶ 220 Potency
▶ Reduces the Piercing resistance of the target

by 10% (increases all direct damage by you
and any bards/machinists on the target; DoT
damage is not affected)
▶ Combos into Chaos Thrust

Fang & Claw / Wheeling Thrust

Chaos Thrust

▶ 290 Potency
▶ Flank Positional for Fang & Claw; Rear Positional

▶ 250 Initial Potency
▶ Rear Positional (200 Initial Potency if missed)
▶ Applies a 30-second DoT with a potency

of 35 every 3 seconds

▶ Total potency: 600

Phlebotomize
▶ 170 Initial Potency
▶ Applies a 24-second DoT with a potency

of 30 every 3 seconds
▶ Total potency: 410

True Thrust

for Wheeling Thrust (200 Potency if missed)

▶ While Blood of the Dragon is active, a combo

finisher (Chaos Thrust or Full Thrust) will
result in either Fang & Claw or Wheeling
Thrust being proc’d. It is completely random
which one will proc, and you need to react to
this in order to perform the correct positional.
▶ Commonly referred to as the “4th” combo
skill as a collective term for the 2 skills

Ring of Thorns
▶ 100 Base Potency
▶ 150 Potency if combo’d from Heavy Thrust

Vorpal Thrust

(positional on Heavy Thrust must be met to
combo)
▶ Requires no target, performs a circle AoE
around the user with a radius of 5 yalms

▶ 200 Potency
▶ Combos into Full Thrust

Doom Spike

▶ 150 Potency

Combos into Vorpal Thrust

Full Thrust
▶ 360 Potency
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▶ 160 Potency
▶ Can be used from a range of up to 10 yalms,

and extends to hit anything up to 10 yalms in
front of you in a narrow line AoE
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Offensive oGCDs
Jump

Power Surge

▶ 200 Potency, boosted by 30% while under

▶ Increases the damage dealt by the next Jump

▶ 30-second cooldown
▶ Long animation lock, cannot use any other

▶ 60-second cooldown

the effect of Blood of the Dragon

or Spineshatter Dive by 50%

Notes:
▶ Always pair with every other Jump (1st, 3rd,
5th, etc.)
▶ The actual buff lasts for 10 seconds, which
means it can be applied ahead of time,
leaving later oGCDs open for other things,
which can be very useful during burst phases
▶ If you screw up and accidentally use Jump
without Power Surge, you can use it on
Spineshatter Dive, but don’t plan to do this

oGCDs with this without clipping the GCD

Notes:
▶ Highest potency per second on a single target,
so should generally be a very high priority
▶ Cannot double weave, so it could possibly be
pushed back if there are numerous other
oGCDs available that are able to be weaved,
but generally you will want to use this first
anyway in most situations if possible
▶ A lot of the time you might be forced to push
this back due to AoEs or other mechanics,
and movement-heavy phases

Spineshatter Dive
▶ 170 Potency, boosted by 30% while under

the effect of Blood of the Dragon

Leg Sweep

▶ 60-second cooldown

▶ 130 Potency
▶ 20-second cooldown

Moves the user to the target (can be used
from a range of 20 yalms)
▶ Long animation lock, not as long as Jump but
it is still not feasible to use other oGCDs with
this without clipping your GCD

Stuns the target for 3 seconds (2 seconds in PvP)
Notes:
▶ Very short cooldown and low-medium potency per second, so should be weaved in whenever possible in general
▶ Only instance where you would hold this is
when you need to stun something (e.g. A7S
hearts)

Notes:
▶ Low potency per second, so if movement is
needed then this should be saved for moving
back to the boss (or to an add), otherwise
can be used either on cooldown or paired
with Blood for Blood, depending on fight/
phase length and whether you need to use it
for movement later
▶ See Handling Movement section for more info

Life Surge
▶ Ensures a critical hit on the next weaponskill

(GCD) used, and heals yourself for the damage
dealt, up to 10% of your max HP
▶ 50-second cooldown

Dragonfire Dive
▶ 250 Potency AoE
▶ 120-second cooldown
▶ Moves the user to the target (can be used

Notes:
▶ Should only be used before a Full Thrust or
4th combo, so considered high priority at
those times; if the opportunity is missed there
is either lower potency gained for the skill or
it has to be delayed for a significant length of
time
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from a range of 20 yalms)

▶ Long animation lock, not as long as Jump but

it is still not feasible to use other oGCDs with
this without clipping your GCD

Notes:
▶ Low potency per second on a single target
▶ This skill is generally best used for AoE, or
under buffs in burst phases, but it can also be
used for movement like Spineshatter Dive
▶ See Handling Movement and AoE Cooldowns
sections for more info
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Blood of the Dragon

Blood for Blood

▶ 60-second cooldown
▶ Applies a 15-second buff that increases the

▶ 80-second cooldown
▶ Applies a 20-second buff that increases your

damage of Jump and Spineshatter Dive by
30%, and also allows the use of Fang & Claw/
Wheeling Thrust after a combo finisher (Full
Thrust/Chaos Thrust), which will increase the
remaining time by 15 seconds, up to a maximum
of 30 seconds

Notes:
▶ You should use this skill close to or directly
before your combo finisher
▶ See Maintaining Blood of the Dragon and
Blood of the Dragon/Geirskogul Usage and
Optimization for more details

Geirskogul
▶ 200 Potency line AoE
▶ 10-second cooldown
▶ Consumes 10 seconds of your Blood of the

damage dealt by 30% while also increasing
your damage taken by 15%

Notes:
▶ This is by far your most powerful personal
DPS cooldown, and should be used often;
missing a use of this cooldown over the
length of a fight is a serious loss to DPS
▶ Be careful with use of this while learning a
fight, as a wrongly-timed use can easily
result in your death.
▶ Once a fight is on farm you should be able to
use this more freely, but be smart about its
use and do think about your healers.
▶ See Blood for Blood Usage & Optimization
for more details

Battle Litany

Dragon timer
▶ Can be used from a range of up to 15 yalms,
and extends to hit anything up to 15 yalms in
front of you in a narrow line AoE

▶ 180-second cooldown
▶ Applies a 20-second buff to yourself and all

Notes:
▶ High potency per second, but its flexibility
means it can be pushed back a few GCDs
without loss to allow other oGCDs to get on
cooldown faster
▶ See Maintaining Blood of the Dragon, Blood
of the Dragon/Geirskogul Usage and
Optimization and AoE Cooldowns for more
details

Notes:
▶ While not your most powerful personal DPS
cooldown, it is the most powerful for raid
DPS (assuming an 8 player party) and it
should be used such that it benefits your
party as much as possible, not only yourself

Mercy Stroke
▶ 200 Potency
▶ 90-second cooldown
▶ Can only be used while the target has 20%

or less HP

Notes:

▶ Due to the nature of this skill’s requirement

and its lengthy cooldown, it can usually only
be used once or twice on a boss, but can often
be used earlier in the fight on adds. Using
this skill on an add early in the fight should
definitely be taken advantage of, as it is
essentially a free 200 extra potency that
would not be gained otherwise.
▶ Mercy Stroke does not necessarily have to
be used immediately once the boss reaches
20%. If the boss will die within 90 seconds
of reaching 20%, then it is better to use this
skill under Blood for Blood (and possibly
other buffs) to maximise its potential.
If, however, you are sure you will get a 2nd
use, getting those two unbuffed uses is
certainly better than a single buffed use.
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party members within 15 yalms that increases
critical hit rate by 15%

Internal Release
▶ 60-second cooldown
▶ Applies a 15-second buff to yourself that

increases critical hit rate by 10%

Notes:
▶ Relatively weak buff with a short cooldown,
should be used on cooldown with your other
60-second cooldowns

Utility oGCDs
Invigorate
▶ 120-second cooldown
▶ Restores 500 TP

Notes:
▶ Use as soon as your TP drops low enough that
one TP tick will bring you only to 500 or less
TP (usually happens around the 3rd Phlebotomize, varies depending on uptime, Fey
Wind, etc.)

Keen Flurry

▶ 90-second cooldown
▶ Increases parry rate by 80% for 20 seconds

Notes:
▶ Use when any heavy physical damage is incoming (examples include Mirages in A6S
and A8S, Single Drill, and Earthshakers in
various fights)

Second Wind
▶ 120-second cooldown
▶ Restores your HP with a cure potency of 450

Notes:
▶ Most effective used to help out your healers
when you are targetted by damage that does
not affect the entire group (e.g. Preys at the
start of A12S), or when you have Blood for
Blood up during sustained or multiple AoE
damage
▶ You can also use it to help recover from a
mechanics mistake, such as standing in an
AoE (insert DRG joke)

Bloodbath
▶ 90-second cooldown
▶ Absorbs 25% of damage dealt as HP for 15

seconds

Notes:
▶ Similar usage to Second Wind, but offers
more overall healing and does so over time.
Treat it like you would a HoT (Heal over Time).
Can be used to top yourself up so your healers
don’t have to waste a GCD on you (e.g. after
baiting the middle Double Drill in A6S/A8S).

Mantra

▶ 120-second cooldown
▶ Increases healing received by 5% to yourself

and all party members within 7 yalms for 12 sec.

Notes:

▶ Try to coordinate with your healers where

you should use this (and with your other melee
DPS). Generally during periods of high raidwide damage, where having some extra
healing output or extra mitigation would help.
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Maintaining
Blood of the Dragon
Keeping Blood of the Dragon up at all times is extremely important for your DPS, not only giving you
a passive 30% damage bonus to Jump (your highest
PPS oGCD) and Spineshatter Dive, but also giving
access to the powerful 4th combo (Fang & Claw/
Wheeling Thrust), which is not only high potency but
rounds out your rotation allowing you to clip Heavy
Thrust and Phlebotomize perfectly. This means that
dropping Blood of the Dragon creates an awkward
rotation that is a significant DPS loss. If you do end
up in that situation however, the optimal rotation without 4th combo is as follows:

Heavy Thrust ▶ Impulse Drive ▶ Disembowel ▶
Chaos Thrust ▶ Phlebotomize ▶ True Thrust ▶
Vorpal Thrust ▶ Full Thrust ▶ True Thrust ▶
Vorpal Thrust ▶ Full Thrust
Of course, another large DPS increase comes from
Geirskogul, which uses up Blood of the Dragon’s
duration. Use of Geirskogul at the wrong times is the
most common cause of dropping Blood of the Dragon, so it is very important to be familiar with where
your timer is - and where it should be - during certain
points of your rotation in order to be able to refresh
it with a 4th combo. This tends to be best learned by
watching your timers and experimenting while doing
your rotation. As an example, if your timer reaches
23 seconds after a refresh (4th combo), it is completely safe to use Geirskogul and still be able to keep
Blood of the Dragon by following your normal rotation. It can be safe to do so with 22 seconds, and most
often it is (assuming a 2.40s GCD), but if you’re at
22-turning-to-21 seconds, it might be unsafe to use
Geirskogul. This also depends on your latency so I
recommend playing around and getting a feel for it.
Ideally, you should be getting 3 Geirskoguls every
60 seconds, at which point you should use Blood
of the Dragon again to refresh your timer. Your
Blood of the Dragon timer is actually quite lenient
in allowing 3 Geirskoguls, still being able to manage
even with some downtime from mechanics, etc. That
being said, in cases where you have missed significant GCD uptime, you may not be able to hit your
3rd Geirskogul before the 60-second refresh point.
In situations like this, it is often beneficial to do one
more combo and then use the last Geirskogul before refreshing (as long as this does not negatively impact Blood of the Dragon timings later in the fight).
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AoE GCDs
Dragoon has 2 AoE GCDs; Ring of Thorns and Doom
Spike. Both of these skills require large amounts of
TP to use, but can deliver very high total damage
when used on a group of enemies. These skills are
most often used during trash packs in dungeons,
or for large numbers of enemies in the add phase
of a raid or trial (A12S and Zurvan Ex for example).
It is generally ill-advised to use them when there is
a boss available to hit, as Dragoon has among the
least efficient GCD AoE of any class (it loses more
damage to the boss than most other classes do
when AoE’ing), so it is generally preferred to let the
healers and ranged DPS AoE, and for other classes
to use any oGCD AoEs that they have instead. An
example of such a situation is A9S during any point
where multiple adds are up.

Ring of Thorns
This skill is generally only used after being
combo’d from Heavy Thrust, as it is more TPefficient than Doom Spike when combo’d, but
when uncombo’d it is not only less TP-efficient
but does significantly less DPS.

Doom Spike
This is your most commonly used AoE GCD, as
it does the most DPS and is also the most TPefficient to spam. The shape of the AoE requires that you position yourself well to be able to
hit as many enemies as possible - usually trash
packs don’t just line up in a row. Try to pay attention to the width of the AoE and experiment
to get a feel for where you should be positioning yourself in order to hit the maximum number of enemies.
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ADVANCED
CONCEPTS
This section is less of a guide and more of an analysis and discussion of dragoon concepts. The idea is
to convey my thought process while choosing how
to react to various situations, and to hopefully allow you to make informed decisions about what to
do in similar circumstances. Following a set of rules will not improve your skills past a certain point;
becoming a great player means reaching an understanding of why top players do things a certain way,
and being able to apply those concepts to your own
gameplay.

Regarding Skill Speed
We are often told that a dragoon’s Skill Speed should
be around 600, but why?
Firstly, this level of Skill Speed gives us a GCD of
2.40s. Our base rotation consists of 10 GCDs, including 2 skills (Heavy Thrust and Phlebotomize) that
have a 24s timer. This means that Heavy Thrust and
Phlebotomize will be perfectly clipped with the recommended GCD timer.
We can also split our rotation into 2 sub-rotations,
consisting of 5 GCDs each (Heavy Thrust ▶ Impulse
Drive ▶ Disembowel ▶ Chaos Thrust ▶ 4th) followed
by (Phlebotomize ▶ True Thrust ▶ Vorpal Thrust >
Full Thrust ▶ 4th) with each including a full combo,
meaning that Blood of the Dragon can be refreshed
during either sub-rotation.
Each of these sub-rotations will last exactly 12s with a
2.40 GCD, meaning that after performing 5 of them,
Blood of the Dragon (given its 60s cooldown) will be
in a perfect place to refresh.
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It also means that we have a Full Thrust or Chaos
Thrust combo (with 4th combo skill from Blood of
the Dragon) every 12s. 5 combos then brings this up
to exactly 60s, perfect for reapplication of Blood of
the Dragon.

High Skill Speed
A lot of the time a dragoon’s gear combination includes a lot more Skill Speed (SkS) than is normally desirable. This has a few effects on our rotation. Most are
benign and don’t require tweaking anything to cope,
but the timing of Blood of the Dragon refreshes will
change significantly. I’m going to be talking about
roughly a 750 Skill Speed basepoint (2.35s GCD) but
this will apply to a range of Skill Speed above that
point also, as well as some below it given low latency.
How to handle Blood of the Dragon refreshes with
high SkS is actually quite simple. Since the first Blood
of the Dragon in our standard opener is before Disembowel (i.e. 1 GCD before the latest it can be),
the 2nd application can still be used after 5 combos,
as we have one GCD for leeway. On the 3rd application of Blood of the Dragon however, we can do
something quite different to make use of the higher
SkS. For this to work, the 2nd Blood of the Dragon
needs to be applied as late as possible before the
combo finisher. Geirskoguls are used as normal, doing 3 in 60 seconds, but we won’t refresh Blood of
the Dragon after the 5th combo. Instead, simply let
the combo run through and refresh the timer again
with a 4th combo, then do a 4th Geirskogul and refresh Blood of the Dragon on the 6th combo.
The end result of this is 4 Geirskoguls in 6 combos, which at a GCD of 2.35s is 70.5s. Compared
to our usual 3 Geirskoguls in 60s, this gives us more
Geirskoguls over time, which adds up.
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Handling Movement
Why is handling movement as a melee so important?
Arguably the most crucial part of maintaining good
DPS as a melee is simply uptime; this includes GCDs,
autoattacks and oGCDs. Movement is generally the
biggest factor when it comes to maintaining uptime,
so learning how to optimize your movement is key to
good DPS (obviously this only applies in fights where
you have to move away from the boss, or the boss
moves from you - so it’s essentially irrelevant for a
fight like, say, A9S).
Dragoon’s jumps give us the most flexible movement options of all the melees, but this comes
with the price of being by far the most complex to
optimize properly.

Spineshatter Dive

Spineshatter Dive is usually the most commonly
used movement option for Dragoon. Being on a
60-second cooldown means it is available frequently,
and because it has a low potency per second you
don’t lose much by holding onto it; the extra uptime
that its movement gives will generally outweigh the
loss from holding it.

Dragonfire Dive

Having a second gap-closer is extremely useful, allowing us to make multiple jumps in quick succession
if needed. Dragonfire Dive has twice the cooldown
of Spineshatter Dive, meaning it’s available much
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less often - and it is an AoE, which can often mean
that it is beneficial to have this skill for an AoE situation and use your other options for movement. See
the AoE cooldown section for more info on this.
In some cases it can actually be worthwhile to save
Dragonfire Dive over Spineshatter Dive as a gapcloser, provided you know when you’ll need it. While
Dragonfire Dive has higher overall potency than Spineshatter, it actually has a lower potency per second
on a single target. This means that saving Dragonfire
Dive instead of Spineshatter for a similar length of
time can be a gain on average. However, in actual
practice the gain will only occur in situations where you don’t lose a use of Dragonfire Dive over the
length of the fight, but would have missed a Spineshatter Dive if you had saved that instead. Other
factors come into the choice as well, such as AoE
and buff alignments, but this is the most important
consideration.
In order to fully utilize the two Dive skills it’s important to map out where you need gap-closers, where
your buffs are, and where any potential AoE opportunities are. Even though aligning these skills with
buffs can be very important for DPS, it’s generally still
better to use them as movement. For example, in
A12S after first Inception there’s a burst window, but
using Spineshatter Dive to move quickly to the boss
and start your GCDs faster is much better than walking there in order to save Spineshatter for buffs (of
course, you might consider Elusive Jump here, but
that would leave you without any movement options
for the second Inception).
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Elusive Jump

Elusive Jump is the most flexible movement option,
yet also the most difficult to properly incorporate
into a fight scenario. Elusive Jump will always move
you a set distance backwards, which makes it unique
among Dragoon movement options in that it does
not require a target, and does not deal any damage.
The latter means there is no potential DPS loss in
saving it for movement, so in theory it should be our
primary movement option when available. However,
in practice it can be rather awkward to use, having
to accurately turn your character’s back to the area
you want to move to, and having to gauge the distance that you will jump back. Turning your character also takes time, so this skill is much better used
proactively rather than reactively, as your movement
will be delayed significantly if you take the time to
position and turn yourself. If you are chasing a target, then in general using your targeted gap-closers
(Spineshatter/Dragonfire) is much easier to execute
efficiently and is usually a faster option, which in turn
can allow you to gain more uptime.
Despite these limitations, Elusive Jump’s ability to
be used without respect to a target gives it a unique
advantage. This allows it to be used to move away
from the boss or in other situations, rather than only
moving directly to the boss. One such application is
in A12S for the first Temporal Stasis; by using Elusive
Jump to move back to the edge for the Defamation
mechanic, you can squeeze in a 10th GCD on the
boss instead of just 9. (https://clips.twitch.tv/DeterminedZanyDadCoolStoryBro)

Jump

While it may seem like the basic Jump skill cannot be
used for movement due to the fact that it returns you
to your former position, as well as the lengthy animation lock, there are a couple of interesting things
to note. First, using Jump will lock your position at
the start of its animation, which means it can actually
stop you partway through a knockback, and land you
much closer to the boss. The issue with this use is
that it can be very hard to time properly and at worst
will force you to delay your GCD in order to nail the
timing, which essentially defeats the purpose. All in
all, this method is rather sketchy and unreliable, so it
is advised to use other skills for this purpose instead.
That being said, if you find yourself in a position
where you are being knocked back with no movement options left available, it’s worth giving it a shot
(A10S Steam Roller progression springs to mind).
Secondly, if your GCD is available, but you are well
away from the boss, it is possible to use your GCD
while partway through the Jump animation. This
trick, while difficult to use effectively, can actually be
quite useful while still learning a fight as it will be difficult to know when to save gap-closers. Due to the
animation lock it will likely result in some downtime
(and will almost certainly result in lost autoattacks),
but if used correctly it will still increase uptime over
simply having to walk. Again, it is certainly more effective to use gap-closers, but I feel that this should
not be overlooked in niche situations.

It is also possible to chain an Elusive Jump into a
Spineshatter or Dragonfire to rapidly cross longer
distances. A4S is a prime example of this; after a
Quarantine it is impossible to cross to the back legs
with just one jump, so using an Elusive to close the
distance and a Spineshatter/Dragonfire to finish will
considerably shorten downtime.
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AOE COOLDOWNS
Dragoons have 2 AoE cooldowns, off the GCD:
Geirskogul and Dragonfire Dive. In order to maximize their potential damage you need to consider how
to manage their use.

Dragonfire Dive

Dragonfire Dive is an incredibly versatile skill which
is often wasted by being used on a single target. In
some fights doing this actually is the best use of the
skill, but there are many cases where holding it is
beneficial to DPS. DfD is both an AoE ability and a
gap-closer, which means there can be multiple purposes for holding it, but in general AoE is what it will
be held for most often. With 250 potency it is our
strongest single AoE ability, but comes with quite a
lengthy cooldown of 2 minutes. Holding AoE oGCDs
in order to hit 2 targets instead of 1 is frequently a
DPS gain, provided the skill is not held for longer than
its own cooldown (i.e. don’t hold Dragonfire Dive for
longer than 2 minutes, as you could’ve gotten another free use out of it). One way to think about it
which is not entirely accurate but still useful, is that
when holding DfD in order to hit 2 targets instead of
1, you’ve doubled its effectiveness. This is not always
true, such as when looking at it used in the standard
opener. Since in that case Dragonfire Dive is buffed,
holding it could be a DPS loss if it causes you to miss
a DfD over the length of the fight. Even so, it’s still
sometimes beneficial to save your DfD in the opener.
For example, holding Dragonfire Dive in A9S for the
first set of adds can be a nice gain, though whether
this is worth it for the group depends on how much
AoE is coming out from the others.
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Geirskogul

Geirskogul’s range is very different from Dragonfire
Dive’s, because it has a line AoE rather than a circular
one. This actually increases dragoon’s versatility for
AoE by quite a lot. Geirskogul has a fairly large range (15 yalms), and everything in a line directly from
you to the target, ending at 15y from your character,
will be hit. The line is tight, but this allows you to hit
multiple enemies that are far apart.
A difficulty with this is being able to aim your Geirskogul through one enemy and towards a second one
some distance away. One way of making it easier is
to either position the closer enemy between yourself
and the far enemy, or to stand within the hitbox of
the close enemy, then target the far enemy directly
between a GCD, fire the Geirskogul then target back
to the main (close) enemy.
Unfortunately doing this this is not ideal, as not
only can it be somewhat difficult to switch targets
so quickly (though it does become easier with some
practice; using the enemy list can be more effective
than tab-targetting when there are a lot of mobs on
your screen) but you can also potentially lose auto
attacks from switching targets. It is therefore higher
potential DPS to simply aim your Geirskogul through
to the next target, but if this method will get you an
extra hit with Geirskogul where you would not otherwise be able to, it is certainly beneficial to do it.
That all being said, it’s important to note that if
the AoE damage gained would cause overkill (e.g.
Deathflare at the end would’ve killed the mobs anyway), or if it would be more efficient for other classes
to use their AoE instead, it would be better to use the
Dragonfire Dive and Geirskogul skills under buffs for
greater damage on the boss (this generally applies
mostly to Dragonfire Dive; due to Geirskogul’s flexibility it can generally be saved for an AoE situation
with minimal or no loss on the boss).
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BLOOD OF THE DRAGON/
GEIRSKOGUL USAGE AND
OPTIMIZATION
As I talked about earlier, you should aim to get 3
Geirskoguls in per 60s Blood of the Dragon cycle
(except in the case of high SkS as explored in Regarding Skill Speed). The actual timing of when these skills should be used is generally quite flexible,
provided you do not use Geirskogul with too little time on Blood of the Dragon (safely 23s after a
refresh with 600 sks, 22s being possible but risky)
or “overflow” your Blood of the Dragon timer (i.e.
using a 4th skill refresh while your Blood of the Dragon timer is over 15s). Some overflow can be fine,
but this further limits the flexibility of Geirskogul’s
timing. Still, Geirskogul can be used at very different times in a cycle. This means you can manipulate
your Geirskogul timing in order to optimize damage
output from the skill.

Single-target Dummy Environment

The only factors that will affect Geirskogul damage
output in a dummy parse are Blood for Blood and
Internal Release. Obviously, BfB is much more potent, so you want as many Geirskoguls as you can
within this buff. Due to the nature of the timing of
the first Blood for Blood, you cannot get 2 Geirskoguls within it without dropping Blood of the Dragon
- but it is perfectly possible to get 2 Geirskoguls in
every subsequent BfB. Given a normal 60s Blood
of the Dragon cycle, delay the first Geirskogul in
your second Blood of the Dragon (i.e. the 4th overall Geirskogul) until Blood for Blood. This will allow
you to use that Geirskogul within BfB, and still have
enough duration on Blood of the Dragon to do a
further Geirskogul without dropping it. The next
Geirskoguls to be within Blood for Blood will be the
2nd and 3rd Geirskoguls in the third Blood of the
Dragon (i.e. the 8th and 9th ones overall). This means you will use your 7th Geirskogul, then save your
Blood of the Dragon until BfB to do your 8th, and
the 9th will be used to deplete the last of the Blood
of the Dragon timer, just as the Blood of the Dragon
skill comes off cooldown for a full refresh.
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Due to the timing of IR and Blood of the Dragon,
at ~600 SkS it is also possible to delay the final
Geirskogul before cycle refresh until after using IR,
allowing this Geirskogul to be buffed when it otherwise would not be. If timed correctly, both 6th and
7th Geirskoguls will be able to fit under the 3rd IR.
The buffs given to Geirskoguls in a 3 minute rotation
are therefore as follows:
First

IR + BfB

Second

None

Third

IR

Fourth

BfB

Fifth

BfB

Sixth

IR

Seventh

IR

Eighth

BfB

Ninth

BfB

First BotD

Second BotD

Third BotD

Now, it is very important to keep in mind that this is
NOT the be-all and end-all of what your Geirskoguls
should look like in a fight. There can be many factors
in a raid that will affect optimal Geirskogul usage;
AoE situations, Trick Attack, Hypercharge, Balance,
boss buffs/debuffs (such as in A5S) and also Arrow
to some extent. This is quite a lot to consider, especially when some of these possibilities are variable in
timing depending on mechanics (Trick Attack) or just
completely random (Balance), not to mention dependant on group composition (Trick Attack/Hypercharge/Balance). This makes it practically impossible to
suggest rotations for every fight and every possibility
with regards to buffs/debuffs. Thus, these guidelines
are intended to be an easy-to-understand, practical
example that shows the thought process and methods of optimizing damage from Geirskogul. Buffs
and debuffs from other sources will be discussed in
more detail in another section.
In regards to Geirskogul’s AoE potential, we can consider a situation in which you could use Geirskogul
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in order to seize the opportunity of hitting an additional target (e.g. A10S Lamebrix and A11S E.D.D.)
instead of using it under a buff. Generally speaking,
there’s never going to be enough buffs/debuffs up
mid-fight for a Geirskogul to hit twice as much as
it would if it was held, so we can assume here that
the overall potency that the Geirskogul brings will
be higher if it is held for the add in order to hit both
boss and add.

It can also be noted that in certain situations, such
as when the boss is about to become untargetable,
it can be beneficial to skip Phlebotomize in your rotation if it will allow you to use another Geirskogul
before downtime starts.

SWITCHING TO A NEW
TARGET / ADDS
Is it worth using Chaos Thrust on this new add?

Generally speaking, it is only ever worth using a FT
combo on a new target (assuming starting from no
combo) when the target will last exactly 3 GCDs.
After 1 or 2 GCDs, the start of the CT combo has
more potency, and given 4 or more GCDs (assuming
Blood of the Dragon is up), the CT combo becomes
superior, due primarily to the effects of Disembowel.
If you miss your CT positional, 4 GCDs will not net
you more personal DPS, however provided that your
BRD/MCH is attacking the same target, it will provide higher raid DPS.
It can be very beneficial to prep a Disembowel for
a new add as your first GCD; this is optimal for both
personal DPS and more importantly raid DPS. The
sooner you get a Disembowel in, the more damage
you’ll be giving the BRD/MCH in your group, which
is just as important (especially as the meta is moving
towards BRD+MCH compositions). Doing this can
often mean altering your rotation slightly to allow for
it. An example would be A8S, where under normal
circumstances the Steam Regulator will spawn just
after Disembowel. To be able to apply Disembowel
to the regulator immediately, the most efficient thing
to do is to apply Phlebotomize after HT to buffer a
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GCD. While this clips Phleb by half its duration, it is
still the highest potency single GCD you can do at
that point. There are other ways to buffer your GCD
and different situations will call for different choices.
It is up to you to make the best judgement for the
situation.

Is it worth using Phlebotomize on this new add?
/ What rotation should I use on a new add?

This is very situational; it depends on a few factors. Is
this add your sole target? (i.e. do you need to devote
all your GCDs to this add and kill it as fast as possible?) How many GCDs will this add last? Will skipping
Phlebotomize allow you to use an early Geirskogul
which will hit 2 targets (and wouldn’t otherwise)?
It would be very tedious to detail every possible situation, so I will try to give an overview of my line of
thinking in these situations. If I am not solely attacking the add in question, I will generally try to apply Disembowel/Chaos Thrust as soon as possible,
Geirskogul through the add to the boss, Impulse
Drive the add and proceed to reapply Disembowel/
Chaos Thrust on the boss to ensure it doesn’t drop.
The most prominent example of this is E.D.D. in A11S.
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Skipping Phleb in that case allows a Geirskogul on 2
targets as well as the opener, which becomes a larger
gain than Phlebotomize would be, especially considering the short duration it will tick for. In fact, in this
case depending on how long the add lasts, even not
considering the Geirskogul, Phlebotomize can be a
loss. The consideration of whether Phlebotomize is
a gain here or not depends on these 2 factors; will
using it prevent you from using a Geirskogul with
2 targets, and will it tick long enough to be worth
the cast? It’s worth noting that you can also apply
Phlebotomize to the boss here if it is not already ticking, which takes out the consideration of whether
it will tick long enough to be worthwhile (provided
the boss isn’t about to become invincible or jump).
Now, what if I needed to focus my full attention on
the add in question, to burst it down as fast as possible? An example might be E.D.D. in early progression at at low item level. I would, of course, apply Disembowel and Chaos Thrust immediately, but after
my 4th there is a question of whether I use Phleb or
go straight into my Full Thrust combo (for the sake of
demonstrating a point, I will disregard the Geirskogul issue for now, even though it would play a part
in this argument). In this case, whether I use Phleb
depends on what my last GCD on the add would/
could be (in this example, the last GCD before SelfDestruct is cast). If my last GCD would be Full Thrust
or 4th without the Phleb (i.e. add lasting 3 or 4 GCDs
after previous 4th), the Phleb is not worth it, as in that
time it does not do more damage than the Full Thrust or 4th that is effectively replacing as a GCD on the
add. If, however, the add lasts 5 GCDs after the previous 4th, Phleb would be worthwhile, as in this case
the Phleb is taking the place of the GCD after the
last 4th, which would otherwise be an Impulse Drive
or Heavy Thrust at best. In the case of 1 GCD, the
highest potency would of course be Impulse Drive,
and for 2 GCDs the highest potency directly for
that target would be Impulse drive > Disembowel,
but I would argue that Phleb > Impulse Drive or Impulse Drive > Impulse Drive would be better in any
situation where there is a follow-up target, as it is a
minimal loss to potency on the initial target, but a
massive increase in potency to the follow-up target
to immediately apply Disembowel.
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We were ignoring Geirskogul here before, but let’s
bring it back and look at the 5 GCD scenario again.
If you use Phleb here, you would get a potency increase from your GCDs as discussed earlier, but
you delay a Geirskogul here until after the add has
passed. This essentially means losing 200 potency
on the add in question, which is more than the gain
in potency from GCDs in using Phleb. Ergo, Phleb is
not worth it in this scenario either, but it would be in
a similar situation where using the Phleb would not
cost you the early Geirskogul.
Notes:
I can’t actually remember how many GCDs that
E.D.D takes before self-destructing. It’s a moot point
at this time, I was just trying to link it to a real game
situation to make it easier to understand somewhat.

Blood for Blood Usage & Optimization

Blood for Blood is an incredibly powerful cooldown
with the Dragoon trait, giving +30% damage for 20
seconds on a fairly short 80-second cooldown. The
key thing to note here when deciding where to use
this skill is that if you use it just before your next
GCD, it will affect 9 GCDs (see http://i.imgur.com/
FNPJxrp.png for the proper timing). Getting this extra GCD is very important, and you should always aim
for this with every use. Now, what does this mean
for the placement of Blood for Blood in your rotation? Well, the rotation on a single target is 10 GCDs,
which means that the only GCD that will not get the
effect of Blood for Blood is the one used just before
the buff’s application. As such, it is best to simply
use it after one of your weaker GCDs, such as True
Thrust, Heavy Thrust or Impulse Drive.
You should aim to get a use of Jump within every
Blood for Blood, and preferably 2 Geirskoguls - this
is not always possible, but at least 1 Geirskogul - and
also one Leg Sweep, which should happen naturally
since the cooldown is the same as the duration of
Blood for Blood.
If used on cooldown, your third Blood for Blood will
be up just before your second Battle Litany. In most
cases, it is beneficial to hold onto your Blood for
Blood for a short time in order to stack it with Litany,
as these buffs multiply each other’s effectiveness.
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Buffs/Debuffs From Other Sources

This subject was touched on briefly in the Blood of
the Dragon/Geirskogul Usage and Optimization
section, but will be covered here in more detail with
a more broad scope. There are 3 main abilities we’ll
be looking at here; Trick Attack, Hypercharge and
The Balance.
Trick Attack is applied by Ninja, and is a debuff on
a target that increases all incoming damage by 10%
for 10 seconds. DoTs are snapshotted with the increase during this time. Trick Attack has a 60-second
cooldown but cannot always be applied immediately
after coming off cooldown due to a reliance on Mudras and requiring a rear positional.
Hypercharge is applied by Machinist. Technically it’s
a buff applied on their turret which then applies a
debuff, but basically it’s a debuff that increases physical damage on the target by 10%, and it lasts 2730s (don’t be fooled by the 10-second duration on
the debuff, as it’ll be constantly applied for 17-20 seconds depending on ticks). DoT’s are also snapshotted under this debuff. Hypercharge has a 2-minute
cooldown and generally will be used on cooldown,
but can be held to line up with burst.
The Balance is a buff applied to players by Astrologian. When used as an AoE (which it should be as
much as possible) it increases all players’ damage
dealt by 10% for 30 seconds, but can be extended
on the group by 10 seconds, and can be further extended on a single player by 15 seconds. Balance
can also be used as a single target buff for +20%
damage dealt, or +30% when enhanced.
Trick Attack and Hypercharge should be used consistently at the same times for each pull in a given
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fight, so you should learn what these timings are and
what oGCDs you have available to use with them.
You should often be able to use a Geirskogul during
Trick Attack, but this is not worth doing if it means
the loss of a use under Blood for Blood. You can usually get at least 2 Geirskoguls under Hypercharge
also, and in some situations even 3. It’s important to
look at your Geirskogul usage in and around these
debuff windows to try and maximise your DPS gain
from them. These 2 debuffs will often line up with
your 60-second oGCDs, so you should try to get
maximum overlap with these, aiming for your Power
Surge Jump in particular to be within them whenever
possible.
Knowing the timings for these is also crucial for knowing when to use Battle Litany. Having maximum
overlap with these debuffs is very important for getting the best use of Litany for the party (you can also
talk with your raid members about optimal timing for
this). Identifying the burst windows for the group is
important, and it can be worth holding buffs such as
Blood for Blood and other oGCD skills for short durations in order to take full advantage of these.
Balance, however, is a bit different as it is an RNGbased skill, meaning it will never be up at consistent
times. As such, it is impossible to plan your oGCD
usage around its presence, but you can react to it.
There are generally only very small optimizations you
can do here, such as using Geirskogul earlier to be
under the Balance buff, but it’s worth paying attention to whether or not Balance is up, to see if there
is anything you can push out earlier than you might
usually to take advantage of it.
There are two other buffs I haven’t talked about so
far, which are Arrow and Fey Wind. Both of these
buffs increase Attack Speed, which directly speeds
up your GCD and auto-attacks. You can refer to the
High Skill Speed section for optimization while these
buffs are present.
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Obligatory BiS Lists
http://ffxiv.ariyala.com/1057B
Non-relic BiS (you can swap the belts in this, depending on your preference of 2.40s with higher det or
2.38s GCD with slightly higher crit)
http://ffxiv.ariyala.com/ZCCT
Relic BiS
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Sometimes

Nah, I have a

you don‘t get

negative 1

any tea
and you

intelligence,

just slurp up

balls.

- Queen Baby, bubble tea

I can‘t even read

the handbook.
- Ralph Mac, first time playing D&D

- Blake, on male miqo’te face selection

Just because SE
doesn‘t recognize

battle chefs

Sometimes

I watch

hentai,

but it’s for

the plot

- Keremin, not fooling
anyone

doesn‘t mean
they don‘t exist!

- Jenova, queuing for PvP as culinarian

Overheard
on Discord
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for trying

to fit a
dungeon
in before
I have to go

funeral.

Do the one that

a testicle.

I get

to a goddamn

aficionado

makes him look like

That‘s what

- Karelia

What ever

happened to

ebola?

- One Neos, looking for an
excuse to call off work

So you just

squeeze
this pom

to initiate
sex with a

moogle,

right?

- Arin
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